
Introduction – Ball Games:

You throw the ball and name a superset, for example ‘pets’. As your child catches the ball, they name as many 
subsets of that as they can, for example ‘dog’, ‘cat’, ‘fish’ and so on. Repeat a few times.

Then reverse the game – you throw the ball and name several subsets, for example ‘spoon’, ‘fork’, ‘knife’. Then as 
your child catches the ball, they have to name the superset, for example ‘cutlery’. Repeat a few times.

Can We Create a Grouping Circles Model to Represent Kitchenware?

Show your child the cup, saucepan and plate Picture Cards, and ask them if they can think of one word that they 
could use for all of them (kitchenware). Then ask them if they have any ideas about how to create a visual model 
of the classificatory relationship between the subsets (cup, saucepan, plate) and the superset (kitchenware): 
What could we do to show that cup, saucepan and plate are all in the kitchenware family?  Remind them of 
things they have done before, and prompt them to use Grouping Circles if necessary.

Ask your child to draw the Grouping Circles model on one half of your sheet of paper, and 
then create a symbol for ‘kitchenware’ on a Post-it note and put it into place, like 
this:

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE

 Picture Cards of a plate, 
cup and saucepan

 A ball

 A large sheet of paper

 A marker pen

 3 similar pencils or pencil 
crayons

 A pencil and a rubber

 A small Post-it note 

15–20 minutes

KITCHENWARE CIRCLES AND A KITCHENWARE TREE

To check understanding of the relationship between a superset and its subsets 
To introduce a new visual model for representing classificatory relationships
To develop the ability to create a Classification Tree to represent the hierarchical 
nature of a classificatory relationship
To develop symbolic literacy – code and decode visual models
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Your child can name some suitable subsets when given a superset name, and vice versa. 
Your child can use a large dot to represent the superset in a Classification Tree and small dots in a straight line to represent the 
subsets.
Your child can name different parts of a Classification Tree on a corresponding Grouping Circle model.
Your child knows that the initial letters on a classification tree stand for the words (e.g. Cu = cup, Sa = saucepan and Pl = plate).
Your child can name many different possible subsets of kitchenware on a Classification Tree (e.g. frying pan, mug, saucer, jug, teapot).
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Let’s Make a Different Kind of Model:

Tell your child that there is another way of making a visual model that shows what things are in the same family, 
such as cups, saucepans and plates all being in the kitchenware family. This is called a Classification Tree.

Take their kitchenware symbol card and place it on the other half of your sheet of paper, close to the top. Ask 
your child to help you place the cup, the saucepan and the plate Picture Cards in a horizontal row underneath 
the kitchenware symbol card, about halfway down the sheet.

Ask if they have any ideas about what you could do to show the relationship between all four cards. If they suggest 
drawing circles, say: We want a different model this time. Listen to their ideas and then show them how they can 
connect the symbol card to each of the other cards, using pencils to connect two cards. Say: The kitchenware 
symbol card is at the top as it is the name of the whole family. The cup, the plate and the saucepan are in a 
straight line at the bottom. They are all different kinds of kitchenware, so they all go in a straight line. They are 
all connected like a family, with the family name at the top, and the children underneath.

A Classification Tree to Match our Grouping Circles:

Ask your child: Which is more and which is fewer, kitchenware or plates? And kitchenware or cups? And 
kitchenware or saucepans?  Remove the kitchenware symbol card, and show your child how to draw a very large 
dot as a substitute for it, with a marker pen. Remind them that it is a big dot, because there is more kitchenware 
than plates, than cups, than saucepans.

Now ask them what they could draw to substitute for the pictures of the cup, the saucepan and the plate (smaller 
dots). Ask your child to help you remove the pictures of the cup, the saucepan and the plate, and draw small dots 
in their place. Make sure that they draw the dots in a straight line.

Finally, remove the pencils between the big dot and each of the smaller dots, replacing each one with a straight 
line. Tell your child that they have now made a Classification Tree. Reiterate that the big dot on the Classification 
Tree means ‘kitchenware’. Ask them to point to the circle in the Grouping Circle Model that means exactly the 
same as the big dot.

Note: Whenever you work with Classification Trees, make sure your child is sitting so that they are always able to view the model with the big dot 
representing the superset at the top.

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE

KITCHENWARE CIRCLES AND A KITCHENWARE TREE – cont.
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All On One Level:

Ask your child: Which is more and which is fewer, are there more plates or more cups? As you do this point to the relevant bits of the Classification 
Tree. Agree: It is impossible to say. We know there is more kitchenware than cups, because kitchenware is all the cups and then all the other
kitchenware. But we don’t know how many cups there are or how many plates. Again point to the relevant bits of the Classification Tree.

Repeat – asking about cups and saucepans, then about saucepans and plates.

Point out: On the Classification Tree, the cups, plates and saucepans – all the children in the kitchenware family – are in a straight line. All the children 
are on one level. When things are on one level we never know how many there are, we can never say which is more and which is fewer. But we know 
that the one on the top is always more than the ones on a level below it.

Let’s Label Our Models:

Pretend to have forgotten what one of the small dots represents on the Classification Tree. As your child reminds you, ask them to point out the same 
one on the Grouping Circles model. Agree how you can’t tell which dot or circle is which, and how it would therefore be better to use the initial 
letters of each category to label the models. Give them a pencil (not a pen), and ask them to write Cu against a small dot and in a small circle of the 
Grouping Circles model, Sa against another small dot and in another small circle, and Pl against the remaining dot and in the final small circle (or do 
it yourself if they aren’t writing yet).

What Else Could They Be?

Rub out the letters that represent the words ‘cup’, ‘saucepan’ and ‘plate’ on the Classification Tree. Ask your child what else the three dots could be. 
Invite them to tell you their ideas, or they can write the initial letters of their ideas against the dots and you have to guess what the objects are.  
Repeat a few times. 

Could This Small Dot Be a…?

Ask your child: Could this small dot be a book? Repeat a few times, naming different objects, some kitchenware and some not. Swap roles and repeat 
a few times. 

KITCHENWARE CIRCLES AND A KITCHENWARE TREE – cont.
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Cut out each card separately.
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